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Dear Mr. Pawner, 

Seeing heard nothing from your or your eseratary about what of 
my files you obtained from Dick Gallen, I send you hereviiii a copy of those 
parts relating to CBS. It is possible one or two letters are missing. There ware phone conversations of which I have found to notes. L believe some records 
exist but I have not yet found them,. I am reorganizing my files end will send 
'hat turns up. 

The gitts/e, letter addressed "Doer Diek was to Gallen. It lists 
what I tlahn sent him. that I lend you is more complete. The Zohn I refer to hare 
is iehn Starr, the agent. I never heard lean Disk about this. He aul Zaha sod 
I were talking and I said I thought CBS had plagiarised the ides and some of the 
material for their fabulously-expensive four-part aeries on the 'Ferran Depart 
from me end me work. In the discussion, Dick seemed to think there might le 
whet he celled 0 neomtracte suit. 

There irse a time t,werd the and of that year Or the beginning of the 
next when people on the west coast got interested in my work and, in turn, had 
gotten some interest from Columbia Picture*. Perhaps it hewn *tooter and I spoke 
to them in preen littera which is probable, Anyway, this progressed to the 
point where I was introduced to those who 'paid have been the lawyers in the 
packsge (Dick wee kept up to date oe this end bed a slight correspondence of 
his own, I think, as did Starr) When I was in California, toward the end of Inn/. 
I know nothing *bout the law, but it is my impression that these people had 
done 000 research and were of the opinion there was enough for a suit against 
CBS for the multimillion dollar vale* of those four hours of prime TIT time. 

The first of the CfS Mee, stepled together, relates to a  original 
approach to CBS, Palmer Alliams vas then executive producer of CBS news (sine* 
shunted elsewhere, for I evoke to him later when I was In NYC). lie surprised me 
be interrupting his previewing of 0 "special" on the police ane the rights of 
the accused, then being shove on his office closed-circuit TY, to speak to me, 
and this lasted for en hour or so, into the aupper hour. I proposed to him whet 
cpr later did, meetly that, with this exception ;Otte we dishonest. After he 
read the limited-edition of WILITIWASB, he phoned me, spin a surprise, doing it 
himself rather that having an underling do it, asking If he could hold it longer 
because he wanted his sisistent, Lesiliidgeley, to read It. I agreed. Be expres-
sed a high opinion of the work, ceiling it "fasoinatingn, as I resell.)didgelay 
wee the executive produeer cattle "specials. I was quite excited when I left 
Wiiliens, ea I em confident the friends with whom I stayed i$ New 'fork will 
retell*  The husband is experienced in TT end movies. I told Williams I thought 

that, before the commercial 'appearance of *ay serious attacks on the Warren 
Report CBS would not be gutsy enough to pioneer, but that at 30Me point there 
would have to be an analysis, which I proposed in the format of the hook, as CnS 
wee Lets, to do it. then I epproeched Willieee and CBS It Wee two end a half 
years miter issusnee of the Wareen k'eport end it had not on its own had this 
idea or done anything with it. I did the work an I had the idea. It wee in ;unit of the following year that they presented their shows. 



In those days I tried to make a memo on everyone I saw because I planned a book on the unpublisbability of the subaect. I em coifident I made at least one on my Williams inverview, but I have not found it, I did find the receipt he gave es for the book March 28, 1966. A. photocopy of it is on the same sheet es my notes of my earlier attempts to interest CBS, through a producer who had been interested in my work when ho was With the CRS fhile-delphie affiliate, the man who ultimately directed me to Williams. 

The other letters reflect his call end Midgqley'a having had the bank. The letter dated lay 1 wee in anticipation of the general edition of the book on May 9, 1066. Illere was so many to write I wrote them in advance, dating some and not dating most, This letter also reflects; shat I had earlier suggested and what, to the best of my knowledge, bed not by then even been done on TV, present evidence, as in an official proeseding. It, perhaps by coincidence, also focuses V attention on that pert of my work they were later to mph/miss in the "specials", By coincidence I mean they may well have done this without regard to my work, but they did emphasise precisely that 
which I here celled to their attention. And I do not recall any of the evidence on this that I did not copyright. 

Ohen If dgelay said "our present schedules prevents ue from doing a program based on your book" end returned it, I vent it back with the self-
explenstory Tune 14 letter, saying the time would come, etc., and again, the 
added content of this letter coincides with what they later did air, including the emphasis. elidgley never answered, kept the book. I had a reply from 
Williams' secretary and on :say 17 somebody at CBS =ilea me some papers not 
the book, for the envelope is tb wrong size for that, 

The second group of papers deals with contacts with Robert Richter, a CBS producer aeo worked on the specials and who looked me up and asked for 
hekp, Actually, CBS was incompetent. They could not even locate in the National Archives what I had published end they might to get thereafter, All they had to do was use my footnotes in a request for the files and they*would have gotten wheat I dug up end used. When they asked for it, I gave them thisrmateriel with the stipulation they would credit the source, meaning the book, not me as a person (at that time I had three books out end the fourth in the works), Richter 
phoned me end said they would do this. Now they copied whet I did so faithfully 
that what I  had written and published and coulde't do for myself e getting 
Billy Lovelady to wear the shirt he wore at the moment of the assassination and compare that with a picture of the aseassinetion taken by James Altgens showing a men.whe may have been tvvelady but who also looked like Oswald on the first floor4- they actually went to Lelles end did that. An unclear copy of feur plus 
color frmnes is attached. The men with his brck to the camera is Richter. My 
source is confidential but I will disclose it to you if you desire. These copies 
of the CBS duplication of my work are CBS copies. Richter, I understand, wee 
quite dl. gusted at the finished product and ultimately left CBS. He phoned me 
before the shows were aired to tell me I would not like them but he thought they might, on helm:lee, help develop the truth, the implication being I]ctiusto they were so obviously and incredibly pertisen, so excessively sycophantic. Although Richter did phone to say they were using my material, with proper credit, they 
did not. In fact, they never once attributed any of my materiel to me. The closest 
they came wee in referring to "one critic", me nine me. 

The next group of papers is the correspondence with CBS after airing 
of the shows asking for fairness-doctrine time for proper response. In it there 
is reference to my belief that they made improper use of my copyrighted material. 
Since then the fairness doctrine has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, and I 



wonder about making that request again, nosy becenee the Supreme court has 
acted as it did. 

With all of this this history of CBS knowledge of me, my work 
and its content which they used without permission or credit, Mach, as en 
open apiologist„ they undertook (unseceessfelly) to refute, they use my eompe-
titora, those wh*work eppeered later and duplicated mine, =eking ropeeted 
reference to them, but not once meet/eating my work or me by name, not once 
making attribution. However, in a montage at the beginning oftbs dhow, they 
included at least one of my books, for they did have all of them, multiple 
copies of each. 

After I got copies of the transcripts (CBS did not et first provide 
them and I had to get them by roundabout mama), I prepared an anelysis, of 
which I sent Nick (possibly ;ohn eterr also) a copy, I thick it iculd be 
geod if your secretary can obtain these thieve for copying them is expensive. 
ohm also hea copies of the CES correspondence for which he has no need end we do. 

His phone is 421-3266. When I was last in New York he was temporarily at 421-?440. 

Midgley shortly after these shows married President iehnsonts adviser 
on consumer affair*, joining the white House Iitchen Cabinet, so to speak. HiS 
show wee disgracefully and disgustingly obviously wrong in its pretended fact, 
in its misrepresentation and distortion add stweiget-out lying about fact. In 
any proceeding, talone be ire the 70e up, they would be etermously embarrassed. 
Their refusal of fairness-doctrine time, aside gore other reasons thateugeOle e _ 
impertent to teem, must include their knowledge that no OM reputations would 
survive it. I have soma of what they suppressed from the so-ee:led exeerimaats 
they coneucted. Theyproved; for example, that the shooting attributed to 
Oswald was an impossibility, that most of the time the weapon wouldn't work, etc., 
and sieply lied about it.They proved one bullet could not penetrate four parts 
of the bod ies of three men an.d lied about thate too. 

Their timing- it east happened to exactly coiecide with a similar 
videoweitewaah by NBC end the longest series of articles the Associated Press 
ever did - was to clobber Garrison end pull the teeth of those ceiticizing 
the Barren Report. All began in a single week, and at least two had been six 
menthe in the preparation, GES and Ale I think a new request for feirness-
doctrine time should now be male, particularly if there is to be en effort 
made to have then do something about the use of my material it the most 
expensive TV apeelele in history, for which I got nothing. I would appreciate 
hearing from you about this. 

If there is any deficiency in what 1  have sent you, please let me 
know eo I cEn undertake to rectify it. I have returned to writing and find it 
difficult to shift concentration from it. 'ohs deeper in I get the nore difficult 
it is. I still have not heard from Bair. I tried to reach him yesterday and got 
the message he had gotten my message and the request that I calt agein later 
today, This may be a little sticky on Lease part, for their lawyer, from ine 
conclusive wording in a letter he finally sent me, seems to have charged his 
client for that with *hick I have been improperly charged and fir doei =amen 
give and has given signs of restoring. Because 1  need this so urgently I em 
being careful and patient, end I have no desire to make the trouble he has 
earned for 	counsel. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


